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In his second inaugural address, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
surprised the state’s partisan political establishment by declaring “I 
believe that we have an opportunity to move past partisanship…to 
move past bi-partisanship…to move to post-partisanship,” which 
he defi ned as “Republicans and Democrats actively giving birth to 
new ideas together.”2  But how realistic is the governor’s belief?  Is 
the partisan divide in California so deep that it precludes such 
accord?  Does the growing trend toward “decline-to-state” voter 
registration portend, instead, a reshaping of the two-party system?3  
This AT ISSUE identifi es the partisan differences in voter profi les and 
preferences, examines the decline in partisan voters and voter turnout 
in primaries, and considers the implications of a growing nonpartisan 
electorate.
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PARTY PROFILES DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY

California is a “blue state” on the presidential election map, with 

registration statistics favoring the Democratic party (42.7%) over 

the Republican party (33.6%). About 4.4 percent of Californians 

register in other parties, and 19.3 percent opt for “decline to state” 

(i.e., independent).4 Because neither major party has majority status, 

independent voters can swing general elections, but major-party voters 

still dominate primary elections—and thus dictate many of the options 

off ered in general elections. 

Post-partisanship is challenged by the diff erent profi les of California’s 

6.6 million Democratic voters and 5.2 million Republican voters. 

Recent interviews with likely voters in the PPIC Statewide Surveys 

document a range of diff erences.5 For example, women outnumber 

men by 14 percentage points in Democratic party registration, and men 

outnumber women by 8 points in Republican party registration (Figure 

1). Over eight in 10 Republicans are white; one in three Democrats is 

Latino, black, or Asian (Figure 2). Democratic voters are more likely 

than Republican voters to have household incomes below $40,000 per 

year (29% to 22%) and to be renters (25% to 15%). 

However, some similarities between Democratic and Republican 

voters have interesting implications for the political future. Majorities 

of each are college graduates, and pluralities are over age 54  (43% 

of Democrats, 44% of Republicans). In contrast, only 30 percent of 

independents are over age 54. California seems headed toward replacing 

its aging partisan electorate with a youthful independent electorate. 

Geographically, the state itself appears partisan, with Democrats on 

the coast and Republicans inland, but the geopolitical pattern is more 

complex than that. About half of the state’s voters live in Los Angeles 

County and the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area. Most Democratic 

voters live in these two coastal areas and in some of the nearby coastal 

counties. But Republican strongholds are found in the populous 

Southern California counties outside Los Angeles (i.e., Orange, San 

Diego, Riverside, and San Bernardino), in the greater Central Valley 

(i.e., Bakersfi eld to Redding), and in the rural counties (Map 1). Voting 

patterns in statewide elections, including the 2004 presidential election, 

tend to refl ect this geographic pattern. The Democratic domination over 

the Republicans in California’s congressional races (34 to 19) and state 

legislative elections (25 to 15 in the state senate, 48 to 32 in the assembly) 

looks similar.6
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FIGURE 1. THE GENDER GAP
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Source: Combined results of 10 PPIC Statewide Surveys conducted between

July 2006 and July 2007.
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FIGURE 2. RACIAL/ETHNIC DIFFERENCES

Source: Combined results of 10 PPIC Statewide Surveys conducted between

July 2006 and July 2007.
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MAP 1.

PARTY REGISTRATION BY COUNTY 2004 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Source: California Secretary of State, Report of Registration,

December 2007.

Source: California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote,

November 2004.
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FIGURE 3. POLITICAL ORIENTATION
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Source: Combined results of 10 PPIC Statewide Surveys conducted between

July 2006 and July 2007.

“Would you consider yourself to be politically very liberal, somewhat liberal, middle of the road, 

somewhat conservative, or very conservative?”
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IDEOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES ARE VAST

The national designation of California as a “blue state,” where 
Democratic candidates are expected to prevail in presidential 
elections, suggests an ideological consistency that does not exist. 
Interviews with likely voters in PPIC Statewide Surveys indicate just 
how great the ideological differences are.

When asked to describe their place on the political spectrum, 
two in three Republicans describe themselves as conservatives, 
and just over half of Democrats call themselves liberals (Figure 
3). Only three in 10 Democrats and one in four Republicans place 
themselves in the political middle. Even fewer place themselves at 
the other end of the political spectrum from the majority of their 
party. In dramatic contrast, most independents describe themselves 
as middle-of-the-road (39%), with the remainder falling equally 
on the liberal (31%) and conservative (30%) sides of the ideological 
spectrum.7

Consistent with these general fi ndings, Democrats and Republicans 
are mirror opposites when it comes to the preferred role of 
government and, specifi cally, spending, taxes, and program 
expansion. For instance, in a recent PPIC Statewide Survey, seven 
in 10 Democrats said that they preferred to pay higher taxes and 
have a state government that provides more services, whereas a 
similar seven in 10 Republicans preferred the opposite—lower taxes 
and a state government that provides fewer services (Figure 4). In 
contrast, independent voters in the same survey were divided on the 
question of higher taxes and more services versus lower taxes and 
fewer services.8

POLICY DIFFERENCES REFLECT VENUS AND MARS

California’s Democratic and Republican voters also differ in what 
they consider the top policy issues. Overall, in the September PPIC 
Statewide Survey, immigration and health care were named about 
equally as the most important issue facing California today. Yet 
Republicans declared immigration the most important issue, and 
Democrats named health care as their top concern.9

Perceptions of given policy issues also differ. In the June PPIC 
survey, when asked which position refl ects their views on 
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FIGURE 4. PREFERRED ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Source: PPIC Statewide Survey, May 2007.

“In general, which of the following statements do you agree with more: I’d rather pay higher taxes 

and have a state government that provides more services or I’d rather pay lower taxes and have a 

state government that provides fewer services?”
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FIGURE 5. IMMIGRATION ATTITUDES

Source: PPIC Statewide Survey, June 2007.

“Please indicate which statement comes closest to your own view —even if neither is exactly 

right. (1) Immigrants today are a benefi t to California because of their hard work and job skills (or) 

(2) Immigrants today are a burden to California because they use public services.”
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immigration, by a two-to-one margin Democrats described 
immigrants as a benefi t rather than a burden to California, because 
of their hard work and skills (Figure 5). In contrast, a similar two-to-
one margin of Republicans said that immigrants are a burden rather 
than a benefi t, because they use public services.10

They also differ sharply on health care reform. In our January survey, 
nearly two in three Republicans said that they prefer the current 
health insurance system in the United States, in which most people 
get their health insurance from private employers but some people 
have no insurance (Figure 6). In contrast, seven in 10 Democrats said 
that they favored a universal health insurance program, in which 
everyone is covered under a program like Medicare that is run by the 
government and fi nanced by taxpayers.11

Strong differences across party lines have consistently emerged in 
the past few years on attitudes involving the Iraq war. In the June 
PPIC survey, nine in 10 Democrats said it was not worth going to 
war in Iraq, whereas six in 10 Republicans held the opposite view. 
There are also vastly different views across parties on the president’s 
handling of the Iraq war, the effects of the U.S. troop surge, support 
for a timetable for withdrawing U.S. troops, and optimism about the 
likely outcome of this confl ict.12

On the issue of gay marriage and abortion rights, the views of most 
Republican and Democratic offi ceholders refl ect the views of their 
rank and fi le. Although six in 10 Democratic voters in the June PPIC 
survey said that they were in favor of allowing gay and lesbian couples 
to marry, seven in 10 Republicans opposed this policy change. 
Moreover, four in 10 GOP voters said that they wanted to see the 
Supreme Court make it harder than it is now to get an abortion; this 
view was held by just one in six Democrats.13

Although GOP Governor Schwarzenegger and the Democratic 
legislators have agreed to make environmental policy a state 
priority—signing global warming measures into law in 2006—voters 
in their respective parties have different opinions on this subject. In 
the July PPIC survey, seven in 10 Democrats said that the presidential 
candidates’ positions on environmental issues such as air pollution, 
global warming, and energy policy would be very important
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FIGURE 6. HEALTH CARE REFORM

Source: PPIC Statewide Survey, January 2007.

“Which would you prefer: (1) the current health insurance system in the United States, in which 

most people get their health insurance from private employers, but some people have no 

insurance (or) (2) a universal health insurance program, in which everyone is covered under a 

program like Medicare that is run by the government and fi nanced by taxpayers?”
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FIGURE 7. GAY MARRIAGE
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Source: PPIC Statewide Survey, June 2007. 

“Do you favor or oppose allowing gay and lesbian couples to be legally married?”
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in determining their vote in 2008. Only half as many Republicans 
agreed. In the same survey, Republicans were more than twice as 
likely as Democrats to favor more oil drilling off the California 
coast. Similarly, six in 10 GOP voters favored and close to six in 10 
Democratic voters opposed the idea of building more nuclear power 
plants.14 

When we compare the PPIC Statewide Surveys in the 2004 
presidential election year with the most recent PPIC Statewide 
Surveys in 2007, Republicans and Democrats have not changed 
much in their responses to survey questions on the role of state 
government, immigrants, health care reform, gay marriages, and 
offshore oil drilling. Responses to questions regarding federal 
government spending, poverty, and global warming also show little 
change. The biggest changes are in attitudes toward the Iraq war, 
with a narrowing of the partisan divide between Democrats and 
Republicans. On this still deeply divisive issue, Democratic attitudes 
have shifted very little over time, whereas Republicans have become 
less supportive of U.S. policy in Iraq.15

A DIVIDED ELECTORATE MAKES THE INDEPENDENT VOTE CRITICAL 

Strong partisan leanings of California voters are evident in statewide 

candidate elections, as well as state propositions on a range of policy 

issues. In candidate elections, partisan voters rarely break ranks with 

their party’s choice. Since California is a state where the Democrats 

have a registration edge but fall short of a majority, the support of the 

almost one in fi ve independents in the electorate is critical for victory. 

Similarly, ballot measures favored by major-party voters need support 

from independents to reach a majority.

California was a “blue state” in the 2004 presidential race, and the 

Kerry-Edwards ticket easily won the election against the Bush-Cheney 

ticket (54% to 44%). Although the Democratic margin of victory was 

10 points, GOP voters supported the Republican ticket by a very wide 

margin (91% to 8%). The Democratic ticket was favored by Democratic 

voters by an similarly wide margin (92% to 7%), and independents 

supported Kerry-Edwards over Bush-Cheney (56% to 41%).16
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In that same general election, Democratic U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer 

easily won a third term over GOP challenger Bill Jones (58% to 38%). 

Once again, Jones had the overwhelming support of the GOP voters 

(81% to 16%), Boxer was almost unanimously favored by Democratic 

voters (93% to 4%), and independents gave their solid support to the 

Democratic candidate (56% to 37%).17 

Partisanship was also evident in tax and spending measures on the 

November 2004 ballot. Proposition 71 provided state bonds for stem 

cell research and received 59 percent of the vote. Although it passed 

overwhelmingly among Democrats (77%), it had weak support among 

GOP voters (37%), but it easily won among independents (61%). 

Proposition 72 would have expanded health insurance coverage but 

lost narrowly (51%). It passed by a wide margin among Democrats 

(72%), but it had little support among Republicans (21%) and fell just 

short of majority support among independents (49%).18

Governor Schwarzenegger’s reelection in 2006 marked a rare 

recent exception to the pattern of Democratic victory in statewide 

elections. In that election, Schwarzenegger won by 17 points (56% to 

39%). Although Democratic voters supported their candidate, Phil 

Angelides, by a wide margin (66% to 30%), the GOP incumbent had 

92 percent of his party’s vote and 54 percent of the independent vote. 

Meanwhile, in other statewide races in November 2006, Democratic 

statewide candidates won in fi ve of the six contests for the other 

executive branch offi  ces. Democratic U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein 

easily won reelection over GOP challenger Richard Mountjoy (59% to 

35%). 

In that same election, Democratic and independent voters strongly 

endorsed the four bond measures placed on the ballot by the governor 

and legislature (i.e., Propositions 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E), assuring the passage 

of this multi-billion-dollar bond package despite opposition to two 

of the four measures by the GOP voters. A year earlier, overwhelming 

rejection by Democratic and independent voters of the four reform 

initiatives endorsed by the governor sealed their defeat, despite strong 

support for them by GOP voters.19  
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Governor Schwarzenegger’s
reelection marked a rare

recent exception to the pattern 
of Democratic victory in

statewide elections.
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FIGURE 9. VOTER PARTICIPATION IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION YEARS

Sources: California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote, November 2004, 

March 2004, November 2000, March 2000, November 1996, March 1996, 

November 1992, June 1992, November 1988, and June 1988.
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Sources: California Secretary of State, Report of Registration, October 2004; and 

California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote, November 1988.

Note: The percentages reflect the statistics from the closing date for registration in 

the general election.

FIGURE 8. PARTY REGISTRATION IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION YEARS
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DIVIDED THEY FALL?

Despite—or perhaps because—of the deep partisan divisions, there 

is substantial evidence in voter registration statistics and primary 

voting trends that Californians are moving away from partisan 

politics. If we look at the close of voter registration statistics 

during the past fi ve presidential elections, the share of Democratic 

and Republican voters has dropped steadily and by a total of 11 

points between 1988 (89%) and 2004 (77.7%) (Figure 8). At the 

same time, the proportion of voters outside the major parties has 

more than doubled, from 11 percent in 1988 (2% all third parties, 

9% independents) to 22.3 percent (4.6% all third parties, 17.7% 

independents) in 2004.20

Recent reports from the California Secretary of State are even more 

revealing:  They provide solid evidence of an actual decline in the 

numbers of partisan voters in California. Since October 2000, 

the number of adults eligible to vote has increased by 1.5 million 

in California as the state added new residents to its already large 

population. Yet, the overall numbers of registered voters in the most 

recent fi gures is 15.5 million compared to 15.7 million in October 

2000. At the same time, the combined numbers of Democratic and 

Republican voters shrank from 12.6 million to 11.8 million. With the 

numbers registered to third parties also shrinking, the growth of 

independents largely explains the decline in number of major-party 

voters.21

In this context, California has had low voter turnouts in the past 

fi ve presidential primaries. On average, about one in three of those 

eligible to vote have cast ballots. In 1996, the primary date was moved 

from June to March to encourage voting in presidential primaries, 

but the turnout dipped to a low of 30.5 percent in March 2004. The 

presidential primary has been moved to February in 2008, with the 

expectation of a more signifi cant role in national politics.22

Party rules are among the factors that could aff ect voter turnout in 

the February 2008 primary. They permit independents to vote in 

the Democratic but not the GOP primary. Still, according to recent 

PPIC surveys, a small proportion of independents plan to vote in the 
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presidential primary. 23  Since the June 2008 primary will not include 

any statewide candidate races, most political observers are expecting 

a very low turnout.

California’s voting record in the fi ve presidential elections, compared 

to the primaries, shows higher levels of participation. Still, November 

ballots on average were cast by just over half of those eligible to vote. 

The 2008 elections have much in common with the 2000 elections, 

when 7.9 million voted in the presidential primary and 11.1 million 

voted in the general election, since neither party had an incumbent 

running for president in 2000 (Table 1). Still, voter turnout is diffi  cult 

to predict because the large numbers of independents are not driven 

to the polls to express partisan preferences in presidential elections.24

FUTURE PROSPECTS AND CONSEQUENCES

We asked at the outset if the governor’s belief in a new post-partisan 

era was realistic. The evidence suggests that major-party voters 

have such signifi cant diff erences in demographic profi les and voter 

preferences that opportunities for Democratic and Republican voters 

to fi nd common ground on issues are limited. At the same time, the 

state appears to be headed in a nonpartisan direction, refl ecting 

a widespread rejection of the major parties and their ideological 

divisions. If current registration trends continue, we expect that there 

will be more independents than either Republican or Democratic 

voters by 2025.25  Majorities of Californians say the two parties do 

such a poor job of representing the American people that a third party 

is needed. PPIC Statewide Surveys fi nd that four in 10 independents 

were former major-party members and seven in 10 prefer to be 

unaffi  liated with any party.26 

Both the partisan divide and the growth of nonpartisanship have 

important consequences for the democratic process. As the party 

rolls shrink and Democratic and Republican voters refl ect views 

of the opposite ends of the political spectrum, the results of party 

votes in state primaries will inevitably result in a polarization of 

the legislative branch. Because our redistricting process has been 

built for incumbent protection in local districts, the Democratic and 

Republican offi  cials elected to represent the voters in the legislature 

will refl ect liberal and conservative rather than more centrist views. 
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TABLE 1. PARTY REGISTRATION AND VOTER PARTICIPATION, 2000 AND 2007

Millions of Participants

2000 2007

El igible adults 21.5 23.0

Registered voters 15.7 15.5

Democrat ic 7.1 6.6

Republ ican 5.5 5.2

Other par t ies 0.8 0.7

Decline to state 2.3 3.0

Primary voters 7.9 —

Elect ion voters 11.1 —

Sources: California Secretary of State, Report of Registration, October 2000, December 

2007; and California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote, March 2000, November 2000.
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The large and growing numbers of independents in California, in 

the meantime, can express their political will in statewide elections, 

such as for governor, U.S. senator, or U.S. president, assuming that 

the outcomes of the party primaries provide them with one or more 

moderate candidates. However, in recent years, when governors 

with more centrist views than their parties (e.g., Wilson, Davis, 

Schwarzenegger) were elected, they then faced major hurdles in 

fi nding common ground with legislators—including those in their 

own parties. The inability of the governor and legislature, and the two 

parties in the legislature, to reach consensus results in increasing 

use of the ballot box to circumvent the gridlock in the legislature. 

Such evident failures of the two-party system tend to accelerate the 

nonpartisan movement.27 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND OPTIONS 

With no signs that the deep rifts between Democratic and Republican 

voters are shrinking, Californians can expect to have state and federal 

legislators who largely refl ect the liberal-conservative split of major-party 

voters in the party primaries. The two-party system will continue to 

refl ect the will of fewer and fewer people in the future, unless the parties 

focus on expanding their base, on inclusiveness instead of ideological 

purity and exclusivity. 

 The eff ort to open up the Democratic primary to independents is one 

such eff ort, but it seems to have had little eff ect on convincing the 

nonpartisans to get involved in partisan primaries. What are some other 

options?  We can suggest six proposals to involve more independent voters 

and increase the numbers of moderate voices involved in choosing elected 

representatives: 

(1) State-level primaries could permit voters to vote for candidates 

regardless of the voter’s and the candidate’s party. Then, the two 

top vote-getters could have a runoff  in the general election. 

(2) State-level primaries could be eliminated and replaced with 

instant runoff s in general elections. In such a system, candidate 

victories are decided by general election voters selecting both 

their fi rst and second choices. 

(3) General elections could use a proportional representation 
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formula. As a result, the numbers of Democratic, Republican, 

independent, and third-party seats in the legislature would be 

based on the percentage of the vote each receives, rather than 

winner-take-all in local districts. 

(4) Legislative races in general elections could be nonpartisan. In 

such a system, ballots would list candidates without party labels, 

as in mayoral, city council, and county board of supervisor races 

in California. 

(5) Campaign fi nance reforms, such as public fi nancing, could 

be implemented in elections. In this way, nonpartisans and 

moderates could become fi nancially competitive against 

partisan candidates who can attract support from ideological and 

interest groups. 

(6) Future legislative redistricting could focus on party competition 

rather than incumbent advantages. In line with state trends, 

local elections with partisan parity would be decided by centrist 

and independent voters.

What might happen if the shrinking numbers of major-party voters 

continue to impose their will on representative democracy?  The 

legislature’s debates will be less and less refl ective of the policy concerns 

of average Californians. Partisan gridlock will force the governor 

and legislature to bring more public policy issues to the ballot box for 

voters to decide. Special elections will become more commonplace as 

voters are called upon to make tough policy choices on a more frequent 

basis. Voters will turn to the three tools of direct democracy—initiative, 

referendum, and recall—to get the policies and lawmakers that they want. 

Independents will have a greater and greater infl uence on the statewide 

election outcomes in candidate races and ballot measures as their 

numbers increase and the partisan vote continues to shrink.

All these trends would make a reshaping of the two-party system more 

likely than the kind of post-partisanship the governor envisions.
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